Will County Fair ACME Scramble Race and Demolition Free for All 2019
4 and 6 Cylinder Cars, SUVS, Small Trucks
Cars will remain ALL STOCK except where noted. If you have any questions regarding the rules, call
for clarification. Do not assume that it will pass inspection. You can remove anything, but you can
add NOTHING unless stated in these rules!
Vehicle Type: Any front or rear wheel drive, 4 or 6-cylinder hardtop automobiles, station wagons,
SUVs, Mini Vans, small pick-up trucks (ex. Ranger, S10, Dakota, or B2300). If you have questions
about whether or not your car will qualify as a small pick-up, please contact the head inspector.
Please read the disclaimer for vehicles in demolition derby/free for all in the “Running” section below.
Preparation of car: Must remain 100% stock. Driver’s door must be secured with seatbelts, chains,
cables, or wires. If the doors come open, you will be disqualified from the race. It is highly
recommended that the inside of the driver’s door latches and any sharp edging be covered with some
type of padded material. Hood latch must be removed per the fire department. Any 4 x 4 drive shafts
must be removed or 4 x 4 must be disabled.
Glass: Must remove all door and back glass. You may keep stock windshield in place as long as it
is in good condition. If you remove the windshield, you must protect the driver area by tying #9 wire
from cowl to roof or similarly secured item. Door mirrors, exterior plastic, and trailer hitches must be
removed. Vehicles must be clean of all broken glass and loose objects/trash, including trunk area,
before arriving at fairgrounds. Remove all rear seats/decking in station wagons, SUV’s and mini
vans. Sun roofs must be covered.
Engine: The engine must remain stock for the make and model vehicle. No engine swaps.
Bumpers: Bumpers must be OEM for make, model, and year vehicle. NO BUMPER SWAPS! You
cannot weld to the bumper nor to the bumper mounts at all.
Gas tanks: May stay in stock location of vehicle as long as they are not located behind the rear axle.
Clarification: if the stock tank is located between the front axle and the rear axle, it is fine to leave it in
that stock location. If the stock tank is behind the rear axle in trunk area, you must relocate it inside
the car. Plastic tanks must be housed in a steel container or inside another container but cannot
provide any support to the car body. Steel gas tanks are strongly recommended. Electric fuel pump
shut off switch must be clearly marked and located within the driver’s reach.
Paint: Trophy and a cash prize will be awarded to the best-looking vehicle. Winner will be chosen by
fan applause. All vehicles must have large and bright numbers located on both front doors and on
the roof (3 total). You may have a number sign secured to the roof. No profanity, political slogans,
offensive or controversial wording or images allowed on vehicles or in pits.
Running: This is a race/scramble which may have some obstacles present during the event. This
year the obstacles may be changed in portions of the track. The first car that makes the required
number of laps while following the rules wins. ANY COMPETITOR PURPOSELY HITTING THE
DRIVER DOOR OF ANOTHER VEHICLE WILL BE DISQUALIFIED.
We will have several heats and then one feature event. We are paying top 2 finishers in each heat.
After the FEATURE race is completed, cars may complete in a demolition derby/free for all. You
MUST participate in the race to be eligible for the demolition derby/free for all.

** To be fair and ensure the safety of all drivers, any SUVs, Mini Vans, and/or small pick-up trucks will
NOT be able to participate in the demolition derby/free for all with the cars and station wagons. They
can only participate in the scramble event. There is a derby classification slated for Saturday Night
where SUVs, Mini Vans, and small trucks can derby. This event is contingent on a set number of
entries (6+ required). Pre-registration for the Saturday night derby is required by August 3 rd. If
you are planning on bringing a SUV, Mini Van, or small pick-up on Friday, you can pre-register for
free for the Saturday night event class. You will be able to keep your vehicle inside the track
overnight if you decide to run on Saturday. The Saturday prize money will be discussed at drivers’
meeting and will be contingent upon how many vehicles we have. In past years, the numbers for
these classes have been dwindling. This was the best solution we came up with.
Each required driver must fill out an entry blank. All drivers must supply their own cars, only one
entry per person per class. Proof of ownership may be required on each car entered. All drivers 17
years of age or younger must have a notarized release signed by his/her parents or guardian. The
track or promoter reserves the right to approve or reject any and all entries. All persons must sign the
release form and receive a pit pass to be permitted in the pit area or on the track. No drinking of
alcoholic beverages on track, emergency vehicle area, or in the pit area. Any driver or pit person
under the influence of alcohol or drugs will be immediately disqualified and removed from the
grounds.
Any driver or crew member disobeying the rules will cause his or her car to be disqualified.
Unsportsmanlike conduct will not be tolerated and will be grounds for disqualification and barring from
future derbies. Drivers are responsible for the actions of their crew members. No profanity allowed
on cars. No political slogans. No offensive or controversial images.
Safety belts, DOT approved helmet, and goggles/safety glasses/face shields are required. Drivers
must wear long sleeves and pants during competition. No shorts or tank tops.
Recommended but not required: You may add a door bar / safety cage for driver’s protection.
Maximum material dimensions of 4” round or square tubing material. Cage cannot go past the stock
firewall and cannot go further back than 6” behind driver seat. Maximum of 4 total bars may be used
(build a square). Bars cannot tie to roof nor floor/frame. Poorly constructed cages will not be allowed
to compete. You can move the battery inside the car and secure it to the floor board or cage material.
Windshield wipers can remain operational. Drivers may use defrost feature for windshield as well. A
fire extinguisher can be within close reach of the driver’s compartment.

JOE SNOW IS THE HEAD INSPECTOR
ANY questions, please call or text Jason at (815) 955-4319 or Joe at (815) 409-1579 after 6:00
p.m.
If you would like to compete in this event but are having trouble finding a car, call Jason at
(815) 955-4319.

